Welcome to LaSoy & LA CHA - Health and Pleasure Shop

I need no inspiration other than Nature's. She has never failed me yet… Gandhi
We are one of those people who like the old fashion and natural way of doing things and
sometimes doubt that "progress" is going in the right direction. We are coming from the shiny
valley called Macedonia where the natural colors, shapes and scents are in abundance …

We began creating natural handmade soaps for ourselves in 2005 year, mainly to stay away
from industrial body care products, synthetic foaming formulas, from the chemicals and
preservatives that are so harmful to our health and skin.

After a several promotions and participations on hand-craft bazaars we had a strong positive
feedback from our customers and realized that our people deserve to have such products on
the market. And than LaSoy has been created...

Our soaps, bath bombs, balms, creams, butters and massage products are all handmade, all
natural and made in small batches with the finest natural ingredients available: cold pressed
oils, wild harvested or organically grown herbs, flowers, and spices, and the high quality
essential oils, natural colors... SLS and paraben free!

LaSoy is proud to be the first Macedonian company that produce natural handmade soaps on
the local market.

Bathing is a part of life and one we feel that should fit your personal needs. You may need to
relax, awaken, refresh or soothe your body and mind. Therefore we provide you the healthy way
to achieve that goal.

Our team always satisfy customer needs, especially when they refers to a of natural lifestyle
matters. Therefore in 2008, for the first time on the local market, we introduce over 70 types of
high quality LA CHA loose teas and accessories.

They were carefully selected and brought from different parts of the world: Japan, China,
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Ceylon, India, South Africa, Thailand, Brazil. LA CHA products are all natural just as LaSoy
cosmetics - with natural flavors and without preservatives. In our shop you can find different
pure or flavored green, black, rooibos, herbal and fruit teas, as well wide range of tea
accessories in order to enjoy the ceremony of this timeless potion preparation.

As a passionate tea lovers, our mission is to make a drinking tea not only a behavior of tea
admirers but also of all our citizens who take care of their good looking and most of all good
health.
Find out what you have been missing! Sonja & Vladimir
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